

**Observation**

**SC Unanimously Defends Rights of Members**

**By Sandra Helfenstein**

"The right of all Council members to follow their own convictions and to say what they pleased when they deemed it appropriate," was affirmed by the student council at 9:00 this morning, when the SC met for its regular weekly meeting.

The resolution proposed by the Executive Committee of Student Government stated "that standing Council member's opinions and activities outside the College, within the limits of the laws, are completely irrelevant to the desirability of his continuance on Council."

The resolution was brought up before Council in reference to the Chaplain level. The speaker, Fred Jerome,昌, had been one of the East Coast recruiters for the World Youth Festival, and in Moscow this summer, and that he had hired a post office box under an assumed name for recruiting purposes.

Council's stand was that they would "pursue to defend disent and non-conformity" here on the campus as they would "argue for freedom of thought for all members of society."

When the resolution was first proposed, Student Council President, Bill Cohen, SG Vice-President, said, "If the principles of the resolution are held by the students themselves, we must be careful that the self-government is not undone."

After further discussion the resolution was accepted in its original form. Bill Cohen, SG president, commented that "if the principles of the resolution are always kept in mind, we might be able to see the shifting of ideas which seem to prominent today in our country and on our campus."

Council Votes Change in Facilities Set-Up

Student Council voted last night to alter the name of the Student Activities Department (SA) to Facilities Department (FD) in forming a general Facilities Agency. Previously the two groups had maintained separate agencies functioning independently.

Although the projected agency will be headed by a director to be hired by DSA, the functions formerly handled by the student group will continue under student government supervision.

Cohen Stresses Caution

"While we should work together in a cooperative effort," SG President Barrett Cohen cautioned, "we must be careful that the self-government is not undone."

The council also passed a resolution to form a Board of Agency Directors, whose task shall be the coordination of the programs of the various SA agencies. The board will be composed of the directors of the various SA agencies, the Director of General Services, the Director of Student Activities, and the President of the Student Senate.

The council also passed a resolution to form a Board of Agency Directors, whose task shall be the coordination of the programs of the various SA agencies. The board will be composed of the directors of the various SA agencies, the Director of General Services, the Director of Student Activities, and the President of the Student Senate.

G & S to Stage HMS Pinafaro

The Gilbert and Sullivan Society has cleared up its financial difficulties and will launch the "HMS Pinafaro" this semester.

For a time it had appeared that G&S was doomed. The group went $300 into the red last term and Mr. Walter Rabin, Evening Session Central Treasurer, ruled that the society must pay the debt before a license for the society can be allotted.

The ruling was reversed by Mr. Rabin and G&S is expected to receive its license in time.

The Society will file a request with the Student Vke Commission for a total of $100. They will request $200 from the Evening Session activity account and $300 from Day Session.

Casting for major roles in the "HMS Pinafaro" production will be held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, Sept. 24 and 26, from 6-8 PM, in room 102 Downer.

**New Technology Building Will Cost Seven Million**

**By Joel Ginsburg and Lewis Lipton**

Construction of a six-million-eight hundred thousand dollar Technology Building is scheduled to begin late this semester, as soon as the library and hall is completed.

The new building will boast some of the forty-thousand square foot plan is to be begun at least in part by September and in its entirety by the fall.

The site for the new building will be vacant and with the new Technology Building is scheduled.
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**Recent Edits**

**Gallagher Hits Recent Edits**

President Buel G. Gallagher has openly criticized both the Campus and Observation Post for their editorial statements this week.

In a letter to the editors of Campus Post printed in Wednesday's issue of the paper, the President charged that portions of a speech he had made before US National Student's Association were taken out of context. He continued that this was an "misrepresentation of what I said and what I meant."

**HMS Pinafaro Reference**

Dr. Gallagher alleged that while the dropping of the American flag by Jacob Rosen to Nikita Khrushchev may have been considered "merely poor taste" to the editorial writer, he considered it a symbol of major importance to the "less sophisticated" peoples of the world.

In reference to the OP editorial Dr. Gallagher took issue with the use of the word "arrest" and the reference made to "Lavrenti Beria," in the editorial entitled "Austin on Trial!" He further noted at his press conference last Tuesday that Prof. Austin had not been "dragged from his classroom" as stated, and labeled this a misrepresentation.

**Visibility Limited**

"You too can be on the inside grasping for blissful happiness, reaching for the stars. Look up, and you will see us waiting in room 336 Finley—for you! Join OP! Candidiates classes will be held each Thursday at 12 PM.

**Aspera Ad Astra**

Dean William Allen

"A view of the outstanding ad-
advances offered by the construc-
tion, including one million dollars of new equipment, Professor Allen optimistically exclaimed, 'I forward with much enthusiasm acquiring the new building; it gives us new and increased the for both graduate and undergraduate work for student in-
amtions and research.'"

The new School of Technology is called upon to do the tote of the work of the Smaller units, and will have the capacity to house various devices which may come to the future. No classrooms have been planned so as to have all available room for laboratories and offices.

**The controversy regarding the Moscow Youth Fes-
tival and Fred Jerome's alleged relation to it, came to a tenta-
tive head last night. Two significant stands were taken, one by Fred Jerome himself and the other by Student Council."

We endorse the principle stated in the SC resolution. A student's private life is principle is outside the boundaries of college inquiry. It is only when a college student takes it upon himself to directly represent his college in any matter that the issue falls properly within the province not only of college authorities but also of the students themselves.

However, until last night there was no way of determining jurisdictional lines of concern about the charges, whether formal or informal, leveled against Jerome. Up to this time he had remained silent on the issue. Last night, however, Jerome denied to the editorial board of Observation Post, all charges that he had used his positions at the College in a subservient manner. He said that all that he had done here is on record in the minutes of last semester's Student Council.

If this statement is true, and we have no evidence to the contrary, then we have little right to impugn his political ideology outside of the campus, so long as it does not influence the decisions he makes in his duly elected appointed offices here at the College.

However, there are many things a person does outside of the College that he can place within the realm of his private affairs, but which still ultimately, if indirectly, concern the College. Although Jerome believes that, what he does outside the campus is his own affair, it will not stop people from pressing for the press outside of the College from connecting his actions to the City College of New York.

Evidence proving or disproving any charges or alleged actions has not been produced. Nor has the final word been said. This is obvious. Without this evidence we cannot condemn or condone, we cannot stand up for a nebulous principal. This is 20th century America.
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The council also passed a resolution to form a Board of Agency Directors, whose task shall be the coordination of the programs of the various SA agencies. The board will be composed of the directors of the various SA agencies, the Director of General Services, and the President of the Student Senate, with the Vice President of SG acting as chairman.
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Millions Watch Students Wed On Television

More than a million people witnessed the wedding of two City College students on July 4, 1957.

Kalmia and Ann Detrich, both freshmen at the college, came to this country from Hungary on Christmas Eve. Kalmia is an American citizen.

They brought to the attention of the college when they were married on "Bride and Groom," a daytime television program.

Among Freedom Fighters

Mr. and Mrs. Detrich are among eight Hungarian students who have been admitted to the College through the World University Service Scholarships. The scholarships were created as an emergency measure after the Hungarian revolution in the fall of 1956. Kalmia and Ann, who participated in the street fighting in Budapest, attended the University of Budapest where Kalmin majored in Mechanical Engineering and Ann majored in Chemical Engineering.

They both plan to continue their studies in engineering at the College.

Judo Champion

"Bride and Groom," Kalmia feels, helps people who have many obstacles in their path. "They certainly have nothing to lose when they are Hungarian. It is really wonderful."

Kalmia, 21, expresses an intense interest in jazz, and played in a college band at the University of Budapest. An an athlete, he holds the distinction of being the Hungarian national Judo champion of the 956.

The Bride Plays Handball

Her bride, 20, who is also athletically inclined, was an outstanding player of the university's handball team. She is devoted to folk dancing and was a member of the National Dance Group in Hungary.

The Detrichs live in the lower East Side, but are looking for an apartment closer to the college.

Money

Applications for fee allocations are now available in Room 326 Finley. Those organizations desiring fees must pick up their applications during the first week of school.

Increased Crimes on Campus

Provokes Additional Safeguards

Increased police protection in the vicinity of St. Nicholas Terrace has stemmed the tide of thefts of subjects from parked cars has been promised by the 30th Precinct, Dean James S. Pease (Student Life) has announced.

During the past weeks, a number of students reported wallets stolen. In addition, cars parked on St. Nicholas Terrace have been broken into and various items have been stolen.

According to Dean Peace, the 30th Precinct has "inordinately increased the number of patrolmen in the College area and have a police car drive around the campus occasionally."

The Detectives reported a warning to the students to be more careful with their handbags and keep their wallets and purse within the sight of the hands of the bags, since many opportunities are afforded thieves if these articles are left lying unguarded in places such as the cafeteria.

Social Functions Agency

Releases Fall Activities

The Student Government Social Functions Agency has released its program for the fall term. Ronald Kawiuk, Chairman of the committee, anticipates a "vastly increased attendance" at the socials.

The circuit board will be held on November 8, Thursday, in Room 327 Finley. Attendance is limited to those with Photo ID cards.

House Plan

Welcomes Back Its Member Houses

"Lots of luck for a successful scholastic and social season."
Avenderizer' Bagels Are Hawked at New York Parks and Stadiums

As Brooklynites cheered the Dodgers on at Ebbets Field this summer, Raymond, the bagel's "legit" vendor, provided the sustenance for their yells. And when the Yankee Stadium hosted games, Raymond trekked to the Bronx to do his bit for the cause.

Raymond lives with his family in his home in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn, and has been selling his pretzels to students at the College for eleven years. Before that he worked at a factory in Coney Island. When a new student went to school at

Even though his price is lower than his competitors', Raymond has a special: any person who comes up and says "allagaroo" gets a pretzel for five cents. "Anything special: any person who comes up for old lavender," he says.

Bagel-buyers?

Raymond College told him that the who sold "bagels" there did a brisk business, he decided to try his luck selling them here.

Beginning the year, Raymond stationed himself on Convent Avenue, and sells students their breakfasts, lunches and dinners of pretzels. Business falls through, in the summer, and he takes himself to more spots.

Fireworks at Coney Island on Saturday nights, and at Rockaway Park on Wednesday nights were important nights. "Inside the parks," he says, "the business takes off."

FOR RENT

Room facing Hudson River. Damages: $5,000. For a married man as single man. 300 West 147 Street. 2nd. Floor. Phone 2-1368.

For the same reason facing Hudson River.

FOR RENT

Barnes & Noble

Avant, 5th Ave. at 18 St.
Meet The College's Fall Coaches

This is the first in a series of profiles of coaches in the College's fall sports. Today—Fencing coach Edward Lucia.

BY NELSON GRUMER

Fencing coach Edward Lucia just returned to the College after a busy summer and is already looking ahead to this winter's campaign.

As director of the Sallo d'Arnes Lucia, he coached the women's fencing team to third place in the National Championships at Milwaukee this summer. Coach Lucia also worked with Beaver alumni Aline Axelrod, who was selected to represent the United States at the Israeli Macabbee Games.

As an alternate coach of the Olympic Fencing Team, Lucia appeared at the National Fencing Coaches Convention, where he spoke about the sport in the US colleges. He was also looking for fences of Olympic caliber and maintaining that the future for the US in Olympic and International fencing is in the colleges.

"In 1960," says Lucia, "I expect some City College fencers on the Olympic team."

After a disappointing fencing season at the College last year, due in part to the fact that the many seniors on the team were beset with worries about post-season commitments, the team was forced to work, and graduation itself, and could not fully concentrate on fencing. Lucia hopes that the Parriers this year can overcome the loss of five top fencers and "the toughest schedule faced by any CCNY team this year."

The schedule is "an Ivy League," with opponents like Princeton, Yale, Columbia, Harvard and Rutgers. Also to be faced are MIT, Brooklyn and the champion NYU team.

The sabre team is "very powerful" with returnees Bob Melwerm and Maxey Pierson taking up the slack left by the loss of Elliot Mills. The epee team, though not as deep as the sabre squad, should also be strong, even with the loss of Anthony Uriciuoli.

Newcomers Bolster Squad

The foil team has only one starter from last year's squad, team captain Al Kaplan. The graduation of last year's captain, Joel Wolfe, as well as Morton Glasser and Paul Tannenbaum, will leave a large hole.

Along with the veterans of last year, the squad will be bolstered by two experienced newcomers, Andrew Kamini and Andrew Grof. The former is counted on in the sabre, while the latter uses the foil.

The first match of the season is December 14 against Yale at home.

Track...

Candidates for the track or cross-country squads or for men's fraternities on the track are requested by Coach Harry deGiroldamo to report to the track locker room in Lewisohn Stadium today, at 12:15 PM.

Booters Scrimmage Hofstra

11 AM Saturday at Stadium

Bracketing for what the squad hopes will be another championship season, the soccer team scrimmages Hofstra, Saturday, at Lewisohn Stadium. Time of game is 11 AM.

Dutchmen mentor Paul Lynner will field a team comprising nine returning lettermen and two without previous varsity experience.

Doctor Harry Karlins
His Players Groom For Action

Almost all of the Hofstra squad's players were taught the game at the Hempstead school. Last year's team posted a 7-5 record.

Captain Joe Lappanoletta, at inside left, is expected to be the man to watch in the Hofstra offense. Lappanoletta has been a thorn in the Beaver's side before—In May, he struck out 14 Lavender batters in a baseball game.

Beaver soccer coach Harry Karlin promises to have all his players in action—in order to help determine who his starters will be in the first game of the season. Friday, against Benjamin Polytechnic Institute.

Coach Edward Lucia Sees Tough Schedule

Walter and Dennie were standing in front of the time

The conversation got around to looking suave.

The problem facing the boys was this: they all knew they were suave, now they wanted to LOOK suave. The best idea was one involved pasting a tattoo (or cockamamie, as it's known on Morningside) on the hand and then lighting a cigarette.

"What's a cockamamie?" asked Walter (he's an engineer). "O.K., what's a tattoo?" replied Irv (he's a geology major). "It's a hound's tooth," answered Dennie (he's a philosophy major).

"Walter, don't do that," said Ivy, "send me to a game, I'll show you how to write it good."

"Irv, Walter and Dennie were standing in front of the time

"Yeah, it's a great sport. Remember last year," said Walter, "when all those girls flopped around the lawns watching me when I got in motion?"

"Irv, who all this time was examining the puddles on the grass (he's a geology major), stopped, took off his glasses and said, "Wait, don't be so gauche."

The three light-hearted cavaliers, determined to make the most out of college, were turned on to the extent of paper football—walked arm-in-arm toward the lawn, singing “Boola-boola” to the tune of “You a”
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